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Abstract: Controlling the properties of supramolecular assemblies 

requires unveiling the specific interactions between their 

components. In the present work, the catalytic properties and 

structure of co-assemblies composed of a benzene-1,3,5-

tricarboxamide (BTA) ligand coordinated to copper (the soldier) and 

seven enantiopure BTAs (the sergeants) have been determined. 

Whatever the sergeant, the enantioselectivity of the reaction is 

directly proportional to the optical purity of the supramolecular 

helices. More strikingly, the role played by the sergeant in the co-

assembly process differs significantly: from almost pure intercalator 

(when it is incorporated in the stacks of the soldier and generates 

long homochiral helices) to pure chain capper (when it leads to the 

formation of partly helically biased and short assemblies). The 

former situation leads to optimal enantioselectivity for the catalytic 

system under study (58% ee) while the latter situation leads to very 

low selectivity (8% ee). The successful rationalization of this high 

and unexpected difference is crucial for the development of more 

efficient catalysts and more elaborate supramolecular systems.  

Introduction 

In 1999, Green and co-workers reported the ability of a little 

amount of chiral monomers to dictate their stereochemical 

preference to a large number of achiral monomers in 

poly(isocyanates),[1] a class of polymers adopting a dynamic 

helical configuration in solution.[2] Since then, the so-called 

sergeants-and-soldiers (S&S) effect has been found to be 

operative in a wide range of helical polymers[3] as well as in 

supramolecular assemblies.[4] In the latter case, amplification of 

chirality through the S&S effect provides a unique avenue 

towards the formation of single handed supramolecular helices. 

Mixing achiral and enantiopure complementary monomers 

emerged as a highly suitable method to generate functional co-

assemblies serving as templates for achiral gold complexes[5] or 

nanoparticles,[6] as CPL-emitting devices[7] and as asymmetric 

catalysts.[8]  

Disk-like molecules decorated with hydrogen bonding moieties, 

such as benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamides (BTAs) and their 

derivatives,[9] are unique in regards to their ability to form 

remarkably stable supramolecular helices by a combination of 

hydrogen bonding and aromatic interactions. It is classically 

established in these helical systems that soldiers and sergeants 

co-assemble through a cooperative mechanism[10] yielding very 

long one-dimensional helices which are one-handed at the 

condition that a few percent of sergeants are present in the co-

assemblies.[8e, 11] We previously investigated helical co-

assemblies embedding achiral BTA ligands (coordinated to 

Rh[8a] or Cu)[8b] and enantiopure BTAs as asymmetric catalysts. 

In these systems, the enantioselectivity displayed by the catalyst 

is directly due to a high helical purity and length of the co-

assemblies.[8c] However, no guiding rules exist for the selection 

of appropriate sergeants: the only strategy available up to now 

was to evaluate a set of arbitrarily chosen enantiopure BTAs in a 

catalytic reaction of reference and select the sergeants that 

provided the highest selectivity for further studies.[8a, 8b] 

Interestingly, recent studies on multicomponent assemblies have 

revealed that the role of the sergeant might not be restricted to 

its ability to favour a preferred helical configuration.[12] Indeed, 

specific interactions between the components during the co-

assembly process influences not only the composition[13] of the 

assemblies, but also the sequence[14] of the monomers and the 

length of the polymer chains.[15] Finely modulating the structure 

of the co-assemblies is a particularly intriguing topic[16] that 

should have strong consequences on the catalytic function of 

supramolecular polymers. Herein, we show that the drastic 

effect exerted by the nature of the sergeant on the selectivity of 

the catalytic reaction is rationalized by accurately probing the 

structure of the corresponding co-assemblies. Seven S&S-type 

co-assemblies embedding different types of sergeants were 

evaluated in catalysis and characterized by circular dichroism 

(CD), UV-Vis absorption, Fourier-Transform Infrared (FT-IR) and 

Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) analyses. The efficiency 

of the sergeant can be delineated through its ability to act as a 

chain capper, to intercalate in the co-assemblies, or to play both 

roles.   

Results and Discussion 

Selection of the different sergeants 
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Scheme 1 a) Chemical structures of the BTA ligand and ester BTAs whose co-assembly properties have been studied in this manuscript. b) Schematic 

representation of the helical co-assemblies formed by the BTA ligand (the soldier) and the ester BTAs (the sergeant). Only one hydrogen bond, over the three 

established between consecutive monomers in the helical stacks, is shown for clarity. c) Screening of the sergeants in the copper-catalyzed hydrosilylation of 

NPnone into NPnol (overall fraction of sergeant= fs
0
= 50%). Positive (negative) ee values correspond to (S)-NPnol ((R)-NPnol, respectively) being the major 

enantiomer. For the complete screening results see Table S1. 

BTAs derived from -amino esters (ester BTAs) are a 

particularly interesting class of enantiopure BTAs given the high 

modularity of their molecular structure.[17] We decided to test a 

range of ester BTAs as sergeant to probe the influence of two 

design elements: the amino acid and the alkyl substituent. Each 

of these enantiopure ester BTAs was mixed with an achiral 

ligand (l-BTA) and tested in the copper-catalysed hydrosilylation 

of NPnone (Table S1). Based on this screening, we have 

selected six of them based on their selectivity levels (Scheme 1c, 

ee= enantiomeric excess): low (8%< ee< 20%, BTA Phe and 

BTA Ala), moderate (43%< ee< 47%, BTA Nle and BTA Abu) 

and high (56%< │ee│< 58%, BTA Leu and BTA (S)-Cha). 

These six ester BTAs differ only in the nature of the amino acid 

fragment. In order to evaluate the impact of the bulkiness of the 

ester chain on the selectivity of the catalytic reaction, an 

analogue of BTA Cha with a methyl cyclododecyl group 

connected to the ester side chain was synthesized according to 

well established protocols (Supporting Information). BTA 

Chacyclo was isolated pure predominantly as a single enantiomer 

(ee> 99%, 96% de) according to chiral HPLC analyses. Its 

evaluation as a sergeant in our catalytic reaction reveals that 

BTA Chacyclo provides a level of selectivity (19% ee, Scheme 

1c) far lower than BTA (S)-Cha, its analogue with a linear 

dodecyl ester side chain.   

Combined catalytic experiments and CD studies 

In order to apprehend the origin of the different 

enantioselectivities observed in the catalytic reaction (Scheme 

1c), mixtures containing l-BTA (concentration set constant to  

5.80 mM), the copper source ([Cu(OAc)2∙H2O], 1.45 mM), and a 

sergeant in various amounts (2.5%≤ fs0≤ 65%) have been 

analyzed by CD and engaged in the copper-catalysed 

hydrosilylation of NPnone.[18] All solutions prepared during this 

study were homogeneous and both catalytic reactions and CD 

analyses were conducted under the same conditions providing 

remarkably reproducible results in terms of selectivities (± 1% 

ee) and CD intensities (± 0.2×10-4 g values). For all mixtures, a 

CD signal centered at ≈ 295 nm is present with virtually identical 

shapes whatever the nature of the sergeant (Figures 1, S1 and 

S2). This signal is absent from solutions containing only the 

soldier (because it is achiral) or containing only the sergeant 

(because it has no absorption band in this region). Such an 

induced CD signal (ICD) is indicative of the extent of chirality 

induction of the soldier by the sergeant.[8e] The corresponding 

CD intensities, under the form of the Kuhn anisotropy factor (g295, 

see the caption of Figure 1), offer the possibility to compare the 

degree of helicity of the different co-assemblies. 

The CD and UV-Vis absorption analyses of the different 

mixtures are shown in Figures 1, S1 and S2. Those concerning 

BTA Leu, BTA Nle and BTA Phe as sergeants are examined 

into more details in the following as they are representative of 

the trend exhibited by the other sergeants (vide infra). For BTA 

Leu, the CD intensity increases gradually until the fraction of 

sergeant is≈ 40% and then reaches a plateau corresponding to 

a g value of 7.7×10-4 (Figure 1b) close to the one recorded for 

the best S&S-type mixtures (gmax≈ 7.0×10-4).[8e] This value is 

considered as the maximal value that can be reached for this 

type of helical assemblies and will be referred to as the 

homochiral state in the following discussion. Not only the fact 
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that the maximal g value is reached, but also the sharpening of the CD band are  

 

Figure 1 Correlation between helicity and enantioselectivity (293 K, toluene, [Cu]= [Cu(OAc)2∙H2O]). (a, d, g) CD analyses of the sergeants-and-soldiers type 

mixtures between l-BTA, [Cu], and BTA Leu, BTA Nle or BTA Phe. Conditions: [l-BTA]= 5.80 mM, [l-BTA]/[Cu]= 4 and 0.15 mM<[sergeant]< 10.8 mM i.e. 

2.5%≤ fs
0
≤ 65%. CD spectra for fs

0
= 15%, fs

0
= 39% and fs

0
= 58% are not shown for clarity. See Figures S1 and S2 for the UV-Vis absorption spectra. (b, e, h)  Plot 

of the enantioselectivity in NPnol versus the overall fraction of sergeant (fs
0
) in the mixtures. Conditions for the catalytic reactions: l-BTA (5.8 mM, 12 mol%), [Cu] 

(1.45 mM, 3 mol%), sergeant (2.5%≤ fs
0
≤ 65%), NPnone (48 mM), PhSiH3 (96 mM), 293 K. Conversion> 99% was obtained for all catalytic experiments, as 

determined by GC and 
1
H NMR analyses. The optical purity was determined by GC analysis; all (R)-configured sergeants provide (S)-NPnol as the major 

enantiomer whilst BTA (S)-Cha yields (R)-NPnol. (c, f, i) Plot of the enantioselectivity in NPnol versus the Kuhn anisotropy factor. g
295

= θ
295

/(32980×Abs
295

) 

where θ
295

 and Abs
295

 are the ellipticity and UV-Vis absorbance measured at λ= 295 nm, respectively. Linear fitting is performed with a zero intercept fixed at 

origin.  

indicative of the generation of homochiral helices upon 

increasing the fraction of sergeant in these mixtures.[8e] Analyses 

of the catalytic data reveal that the selectivity is also maximal for 

fs
0≥ 40% (eemax≈ 56%, Figure 1b). The similar trend exhibited by 

the selectivity and the degree of helicity as a function of fs
0 is 

consistent with our precedent observations.[8a, 8e] Plotting the 

selectivity in NPnol as a function of g values actually reveals that 

the correlation between these two properties of the 

supramolecular helices is quantitative (Figure 1c). A similar 

trend is observed for S&S-type mixtures containing BTA Nle as 

a sergeant with the notable exception that selectivity and CD 

intensity level off at slightly lower values (gmax≈ 6.0×10-4, eemax≈ 

46%, Figures 1d-e). Selectivity of the catalytic reaction and 

optical purity of the helices are also linearly correlated, with a 

slope which is similar to that obtained for BTA Leu containing 

mixtures (Figure 1f). S&S-type mixtures with BTA Phe exhibit 

more obvious differences because maximal CD intensities and g 

values are lower (gmax≈ 3.0×10-4, eemax≈ 10%), and g values 

increase more rapidly than ee values (Figures 1g-h). Even 

though a linear correlation is still observed between selectivity 

and optical purity (Figure 1i), the latter point translates into a 

more than two times lower slope comparatively to BTA Leu and 

BTA Nle S&S-type mixtures. 

The result of the combined spectroscopic/catalytic study for all 

the sergeants is shown in Figure 2a and 2b. First of all, it is 

important to note that the linear correlation between the 

selectivity in NPnol (from 0% ee to eemax) and the optical purity 

of the helices remains valid whatever the sergeant thus 

highlighting the intimate relationship between enantioselectivity 

and helicity in these systems. Three main classes of sergeants 

can be delineated: BTA Cha behaves as BTA Leu and allows 

the formation of homochiral helices (gmax) which in turn provides 

the maximal selectivity (eemax) in the catalytic reaction of 

reference (class a), BTA Abu is similar to BTA Nle in its ability 

to promote almost (but not fully) optimal g and ee values (class 

b), BTA Chacyclo and BTA Ala, similarly to BTA Phe, fail to 

produce efficient helical catalysts (class c). The distinction 

between efficient sergeants (classes a and b) and poor ones 
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(class c) is already observed for mixtures with a low amount of 

sergeant indicating that this sorting is valid whatever the feeding 

ratio (Figure S3).  
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Figure 2 Probing the influence of the sergeant on the properties and structure of catalytic co-assemblies. (a) Plot of the enantioselectivity in NPnol and Kuhn 

anisotropy factor as a function of the fraction of sergeants in the mixtures. (b) Plot of the enantioselectivity versus the Kuhn anisotropy factor for all the S&S-type 

mixtures mentioned in this study. The fitted lines for BTA Abu and BTA Leu mixtures are superimposed. BTA Cha and BTA (S)-Cha have been used for CD 

analyses and catalytic experiments, respectively. (c) SANS analyses: scattered intensity (cm
-1

) normalized by the (total BTA) concentration for l-BTA alone (6.0 

g.L
-1

, 8.6 mM) and for the S&S-type mixtures containing l-BTA (4.0 g.L
-1

, 5.8 mM) and the different sergeants (3.7±0.1 mM, fs
0
= 39%) in C7D8. Analysis is shown 

on the full scattering vector range. (d) Same analyses than (c) but below q=0.1 Å
-1

 to highlight the differences between the scattering curves at low q values. 

Scrutinizing the correlation plots in Figure 2b further stresses out 

the following intriguing points: i) ee and g values level off at non 

optimal values for BTA Abu and BTA Nle even though the slope 

of the plot for these sergeants is similar to that of BTA Cha and 

BTA Leu, i.e. the best sergeants, and ii) the slopes for BTA 

Chacyclo, BTA Ala and BTA Phe are significantly lower than 

those exhibited by the other sergeants. The latter point infers 

that a direct prediction of the selectivity (relatively to eemax) 

based solely on the optical purity of the supramolecular helices 

is not possible in the present system and that other parameters 

have to be taken into consideration to fully rationalize the 

correlation plots of Figure 2b. 

Structural characterization of the S&S co-assemblies 

 We performed SANS, FT-IR and variable-temperature (VT) CD 

analyses of the soldier and sergeants, individually, and of their 

mixtures in order to unveil the structural features of the co-

assemblies. Analyses have been performed with copper (FT-IR, 

VT-CD) or without copper (SANS) but its coordination to l-BTA 

is not expected to significantly influence the structure of the co-

assemblies as found previously in the case of l-BTA/BTA Cha 

mixtures.[8c] The soldier, l-BTA, was previously found to 

assemble on its own through a cooperative mechanism in 

toluene[8b] under the form of stacks. Fitting its scattering curve 

(Figure 2c) with the form factor for cylindrical objects having a 

circular cross-section of radius 11 Å[8c] and a finite length now 

indicates that the stacks of l-BTA are relatively long (l= 42±2 nm, 

DPn= 60±3) at 8.6 mM in C7D8. Most ester BTAs investigated to 

date are known to self-assemble under the form of dimers[17] and 

this is actually the case of all the sergeants investigated in this 

study at the concentrations engaged in the S&S-type mixtures 

(3.7±0.1 mM) as demonstrated by SANS (Figure S4) and FT-IR 

analyses (Figures S6 and S7). Subsequently, mixtures of l-BTA 

(5.8 mM) and the different sergeants (fs
0= 39%) have been 

analysed by SANS and the results are shown in Figure 2c (note 

that the scattered intensity is normalized by the total BTA 

concentration). The significant differences in scattered intensity 

at intermediate and low q values between the different mixtures 

are a first indication of the different nature of the co-assemblies 

in terms of composition and length.  

Previous studies of a mixture between l-BTA and BTA Cha 

indicated partial co-assembly, i.e. that a part of BTA Cha 

molecules incorporate into the stacks of l-BTA while the other 

part remains as dimers.[8b, 8c] Accordingly, SANS data for the 

different S&S-type mixtures in Figure 2c were modelled by a 

combination of rigid cylinders of finite length (consisting of l-BTA 

and a fraction of the sergeant) and spheres (consisting of the 

sergeant only). The radius of both cylinders and spheres was 

fixed to 11±1 Å which is consistent with the value extracted by 

fitting their individual SANS data (Figure S4).[8c] The only 

adjustable parameters were the proportion of sergeants that co-
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assemble with l-BTA into cylinders (fs
s= fraction of sergeants in 

stacks) and the length (l) of these cylinders. The quality of the 

fits allows a precise determination of these parameters (Table 

1).[19] 

 

Table 1. Geometrical features of the co-assemblies determined by fitting the 

SANS data (BTA in stacks, fs
s
, l and DPn) and FT-IR data (fs

s
-IR) of S&S-type 

mixtures (fs
0
= 39%). 

[a] l-BTA alone. [b] Molar fraction of BTA in stacks= ([l-BTA] + [sergeant in 

stacks]) / (total BTA concentration). The minimal fraction of BTA in stacks= 

fraction of l-BTA= 1− fs
0
= 61%. [c] Fraction of sergeants in stacks= [sergeant 

in stacks] / ([l-BTA] + [sergeant in stacks]). fs
s
 max= fs

0
= 39% (full co-

assembly). [d] From FT-IR data. [e] Length of the stacks. [f] Number-average 

degree of polymerization assuming a stack intermolecular distance of 3.5 Å 

and DPw/DPn= 2.
[20]

 

The geometrical features of the co-assemblies as extracted from 

the SANS data differ strongly according to the nature of the 

sergeant. In the cases of BTA Leu and BTA Cha, the major part 

of the sergeants co-assemble and few sergeants remain as 

dimers. Interestingly, these co-assemblies are longer (DPn> 140) 

than the self-assemblies of l-BTA suggesting a favorable free 

energy of co-association between these two monomers. A high 

fraction of BTA Abu and BTA Nle monomers also co-assemble 

with l-BTA but the length of the resulting co-assemblies are 

shorter (DPn≈ 40) than the self-assemblies of the soldier. Finally, 

for S&S-type mixtures with BTA Chacyclo, BTA Ala or BTA Phe, 

the fraction of the sergeants incorporated into the stacks is low 

(fs
s<<fs

0) and co-assemblies are short (DPn< 43).  

FT-IR analyses are informative about the nature of the 

hydrogen-bonded species present in these S&S-type mixtures 

(Figure S5). Ester-bonded dimers formed by the sergeants and 

amide-bonded stacks formed upon co-assemblies can be 

distinguished[21] which allow for an independent determination of 

the fss values. These fss values are in good agreement with 

those determined by SANS analyses (compare fss and fss-IR in 

Table 1). Simulated FT-IR spectra constructed by making the 

same assumption than for fitting the SANS data, i.e. that 

mixtures are composed exclusively of sergeant dimers and 

mixed stacks, are in good agreement with the experimental ones 

(Figures S6 and S7). Notably, in the case of S&S-type mixtures 

with BTA Leu, BTA Cha, BTA Nle and BTA Abu, the amount of 

N−H bonded to amide carbonyl increases significantly relatively 

to that of pure l-BTA confirming that these sergeant intercalate 

into the stacks of l-BTA by changing their hydrogen bonding 

pattern form ester-bonded (in dimer) to amide-bonded (in mixed 

stacks). Conversely, for mixtures with BTA Chacyclo, BTA Ala 

and BTA Phe, a large amount of N−H are bonded to ester 

carbonyl which translates into remarkably low fss values (fss-IR≤ 

7%). For these mixtures, stack ends are detected whose amount 

nicely fits the DPn values extracted from the SANS data (Figure 

S7).       

Finally, VT-CD analyses (Figure S8) were conducted for the 

S&S-type mixtures with BTA Leu, BTA Nle and BTA Phe (fs0= 

39%). The transition temperature for l-BTA coordinated to 

copper has been probed by VT-UV Vis analyses. The 

temperature at which the induced CD band starts to appear 

(elongation temperature) is comparable for the three S&S-type 

mixtures and is also similar to the transition temperature 

obtained by UV-Vis for the stacks of l-BTA∙Cu. The co-assembly 

formation is more cooperative in the following order BTA Leu> 

BTA Nle> BTA Phe which is consistent with the formation of 

longer objects in the same order. Based on these CD data and 

the literature,[15a,23m] the sequestration of l-BTA monomers by 

the sergeants, i.e. a competing role of the sergeant, does not 

occur to a significant amount in these systems since it would 

have led to a large decrease of the transition temperature 

relatively to the homoassemblies of the soldier.   

These set of analyses conducted on the co-assemblies allow to 

determine that again the sergeants can be sorted into three 

main categories. The first category encompasses BTA Cha and 

BTA Leu that co-assemble favorably with the soldier and 

generate very long assemblies. Both sergeants can be 

considered as pure intercalators, with BTA Leu being slightly 

more efficiently incorporated into the stacks of l-BTA than BTA 

Cha. BTA Abu and BTA Nle belong to a second category given 

that they co-assemble with the soldier but yield moderately long 

helices. Our data suggest that a large fraction of these 

sergeants are intercalated into the stacks and that a tiny fraction 

is located at their extremities and plays the role of end 

cappers.[22] Finally, the third category of sergeants, constituted of 

BTA Ala, BTA Chacyclo and BTA Phe, yields short assemblies 

embedding few sergeants. Here, we must stress out that a 

precise distinction of the role of these sergeants between chain 

cappers[15b, 23] and competitors,[15a] in which the sergeant 

decreases the length of l-BTA stacks by capping or by 

sequestrating l-BTA monomers, respectively, is challenging. 

However, for BTA Phe, the DPn value of 24 extracted from 

SANS data at low q translates into a fraction of capper in stacks 

of 1/24=4% if all chain-ends are BTA Phe molecules. This value 

is of the same order of magnitude, but larger than the 

experimentally determined value of fs
s of BTA Phe. The SANS 

data thus reveals that co-assemblies contain either one or zero 

BTA Phe molecule per supramolecular polymer chain. Together 

with the aforementioned VT-CD data, this goes in favor of a 

capping role of BTA Phe.  In the case of BTA Ala and BTA 

Chacyclo, the experimentally determined value of fs
s is larger than 

1/DPn (but close to it), showing that their effect is mainly that of a 

chain capper with possibly some intercalation, even though 

again sequestration of a part of l-BTA monomers by these 

sergeants cannot be fully discarded based on the present data. 

Interestingly, the three categories established upon structural 

characterization of the co-assemblies corresponds to the three 

classes determined by the aforementioned combination of 

catalytic experiments and CD analyses. 

Refining the role of the sergeant in supramolecular helical 

catalysts 

sergeant 

BTA in 

stacks 

(%)[b] 

fs
s (%)[c], 

fs
s-IR (%)[c],[d] 

l (nm)[e] DPn
[f] 

none
[a]

 100 - 42±2 60±3 

BTA Leu 94±6 35±4, 36±1 120±10 170±15 

BTA Cha 85±1 29±2, 28±1 100±10 143±15 

BTA Abu 93±7 35±4, 23±2 28±2 40±3 

BTA Nle 85±15 29±10, 20±2 25±2 38±2 

BTA Cha
cyclo

 68±5 11±6, 7±2 30±5 43±7 

BTA Ala 68±9 12±10, 2±2  20±1 29±1 

BTA Phe 61±1 0.5±3, 2±2 17±1 24±1 
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Our previous studies of S&S-type helical catalysts, based on a 

single sergeant, highlighted the correlation between the 

enantioselectivity (from 0% ee to optimal selectivity) provided in 

a catalytic reaction and the optical purity of the helices. In the  

 
Scheme 2 Schematic representation of the role of the sergeant in determining the structure and selectivity of supramolecular helical catalysts composed of l-BTA 

(coordinated to copper) and different types of sergeants. The fraction of sergeants that do not incorporate into the stacks and remain as dimers is not represented. 

Likewise, only the predominant species (mixed stacks) are represented. The presence of other species present in minority, notably in the case of sergeants acting 

as cappers, cannot be ruled out. Triads highlighted in the dashed rectangles have the same helicity but differ by their composition: the central l-BTA is surrounded 

by sergeants (resp. by soldiers) for class a (resp. for class c). Their respective Cu complexes exhibit different levels of enantiodiscrimination (ed) in the course of 

the asymmetric reaction: good and poor for sergeants of class a and class c, respectively. 

present study, the characterization of catalytic S&S-type 

mixtures composed of different types of sergeants allows to 

precise the role of the sergeant. The different roles exhibited by 

the sergeants and their influence on the structure and selectivity 

of the helical catalysts can be schematically represented as 

shown in Scheme 2 and described as follows:  

 Class a (BTA Cha and BTA Leu): Very efficient co-

assembly with l-BTA occurs and favourable interactions 

between these sergeants and the soldier enable the formation of 

very long helices. In this case, the sergeant behaves as an 

intercalator.[15, 23m] Homochiral helices are present for fs
0≥39% 

and fs
0≥50% with BTA Leu and BTA Cha mixtures, respectively. 

Homogeneous distribution of the ligand and the sergeants within 

these long co-assemblies generates an optimal chiral 

environment for the catalytic sites which in turn provides the 

optimal selectivity in the catalytic reaction of reference. 

 Class b (BTA Nle and BTA Abu): These sergeants 

also co-assemble efficiently with l-BTA but partly act as chain 

cappers[15b, 23]  leading to moderately long helices (DPn≈ 40 for 

fs
0= 39%). The fact that these helices are not perfectly 

homochiral, even though the fraction of sergeants in stacks is 

important, might be explained either by the fact that the number 

of sergeants per stacks is insufficient to fully bias the assemblies 

(i.e. their correlation length is too short) and/or by the fact that 

the sergeants present at the chain ends (chain cappers) do not 

impose their helicity as efficiently as those within the chains 

(intercalators). Increasing the amount of the sergeant in the co-

assemblies also favours chain capping and as such both effects 

may compensate for fs
0≥ 39% preventing the formation of 

homochiral helices. The slopes of the correlation curves in 

Figure 2 indicate that the catalytic sites in BTA Nle and BTA 

Abu co-assemblies are as selective as those present in helices 

containing BTA Leu and BTA Cha. Therefore, the lower 

enantioselectivity provided by the respective helical catalysts 

likely stems from the lower helicity (presence of fragments of 

opposite handedness) of the co-assemblies. In other words 

class a and b sergeants impose the same local chiral 

environment on the catalytic sites, but fewer catalytic sites have 

the preferred helicity in the case of class b. 

 Class c (BTA Chacyclo, BTA Ala, BTA Phe): The 

ability of these sergeants to co-assemble with l-BTA is poor 

compared to that of the aforementioned sergeants. Intercalation 

of BTA Chacyclo and BTA Ala into the stacks is limited and the 

main role of BTA Phe is to act as a pure chain capper (vide 

supra). The modest handedness preference of these helices is 

related to the limited number of sergeants per stacks.  For a 

similar overall chiral amplification (as indicated by g values), the 

enantioselectivity provided by the catalytic sites of the different 
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S&S-type mixtures decreases in the following order: BTA Cha≈ 

BTA Leu≈ BTA Abu≈ BTA Nle> BTA Ala≈ BTA Chacyclo>> 

BTA Phe (Figure 2b). This indicates that class a et b sergeants 

generate catalytic sites with similar enantioselectivities, but this 

is not the case for class c sergeants. Short and sergeant-poor 

helices contain long sequences of l-BTA devoid of sergeants 

and even stacks of pure l-BTA are likely to be present in the 

case of S&S-type mixtures with BTA Phe. It thus appears 

reasonable to consider that, even if both are positioned in single 

handed fragments, sergeant-rich sequences might be more 

selective than sergeant-poor ones. In a hypothetical triad in 

which l-BTA is sandwiched by two sergeants (see 

dashedrectangles in Scheme 2) the Cu complex and the 

sergeants will experience close contacts that can lead to a high 

degree of enantiodiscrimination in the course of the asymmetric 

reaction towards NPnol. These specific interactions are lacking 

in the co-assemblies composed of class c sergeants where most 

ligands are actually surrounded by other ligands. This lack of 

short range contact with the sergeant could explain the lower 

enantioselectivities of the catalytic sites. It has been previously 

observed in hybrid metal complex – DNA conjugates that the 

base pair sequence in which the complex is intercalated greatly 

affects the selectivity of the catalytic reaction.[24]  

It also important to note that modifications in the chemical 

structure of the sergeants leads to a drastic change in their co-

assembly behaviour. Even though elucidating the origin of the 

subtle effects leading to the divergent role played by the 

sergeants is out of the scope of the present study, it is quite 

remarkable to note that BTA Cha and BTA Phe have almost 

opposite co-assembly preference. Indeed, the former favours 

intercalation while the latter acts as a chain capper. Likewise, 

bulky and branched alkyl chains connected to the stereogenic 

centre are well tolerated and even tend to favour intercalation 

over capping (compare class a and class b sergeants, and 

catalytic results in Table S1). Finally, steric hindrance of the 

outer substituent also plays a role as highlighted by the lower 

capability of BTA Chacyclo to be incorporated into the stacks 

relatively to BTA Cha. Modification of the nature of the achiral 

ester side chain modulates the co-assembly behaviour of the 

sergeant and the selectivity of the corresponding helical 

catalysts.    

Conclusion 

In the present study, a set of sergeants-and-soldiers-type helical 

catalysts constructed on the same BTA assembling motif but 

differing by the nature of the groups present in the side chains of 

the sergeants have been characterized by a combination of CD, 

FT-IR and SANS experiments and correlated to catalytic data. 

Our results indicate that the enantioselectivity provided by these 

catalysts is directly proportional to the optical purity of the 

supramolecular helices if each sergeant is considered 

individually, but that the proportionality factor depends on the 

nature of sergeant. Accordingly, both the optical purity and the 

structure of the co-assemblies have to be considered to reach 

the optimal selectivity. Two sergeants were found to intercalate 

very efficiently in the stacks of the ligand generating very long 

assemblies which in turn provide the optimal selectivity in the 

reaction of reference. One sergeant acts as pure chain capper 

and despite biasing significantly the handedness of the helices it 

provides a comparatively lower extent of selectivity. The other 

sergeants behave in an intermediate manner, partly as 

intercalator and partly as chain capper, and provide a gradual 

evolution for the catalyst selectivity. This point sheds some light 

on the importance of the composition and length of the helices in 

the elaboration of a suitable chiral environment of the catalytic 

sites embedded into the helices. Not only the nature of the 

chemical groups attached to the stereogenic center but also the 

nature of the achiral moieties connected to the ester side chains 

will be considered as important elements for the design of the 

next generation of sergeants. A better understanding of the 

energetic pathways governing the role of the sergeants in these 

intricate co-assembly processes will also be crucial for the 

development of more efficient and more functional helical 

systems.   
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